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Abstract

As an observer of contemporary China, it is easy to recognize the extent to which the current party-state under the leadership of Xi Jinping uses history to justify a vast range of its policies, from Tibet and Xinjiang, to Taiwan, South China Sea and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). As the People’s Republic of China (PRC) continues to rise on the global stage, its leadership and supporters have become increasingly prone to advocating the idea of a “China model” that links its political system to its long standing cultural traditions. In this paper, I will discuss how the PRC has continued the Qin-Han polity which is Legalism sugar-coated with Confucianism. In history, this system of polity started taking shape with the creation of the short-lived Qin Empire (221–207 BC), and then reconstructed, completed and legitimized during the Han Empire (202 BC–220 AD). The Han dynasty establish itself so thoroughly that it became the “Chinese culture” and thereafter “Han” became the Chinese word for denoting someone who is ethnically Chinese. The Han Empire adopted the highly centralized and effective form of Qin administrative structure. But unlike the Qin, the Han adopted a Confucius ideology that emphasized on moderation, virtue, and filial piety which helped them in masking the authoritarian policies of their regime, thus helping in longevity of their empire.
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President Xi Jinping, in his speeches, has emphasized that “history is the foundation of all social sciences” and asked his cadres to “study history” for self-cultivation and for serving the country and world. Such powerful and sustained political motivations and spiritual needs of the people have combined to give China the world’s longest, continuously kept historical records and that too in the same written language. It is mostly edited and maintained in the same style and with the same guiding principles, value norms, started at least in the 5th century BC when Confucius edited the political chronology “The Annuals”.

The geographical isolation of the Chinese World over time became conceptual and ideal, mainstreaming an idea of a unified world empire: the “Qin-Han tianxia system” or the “China Order”.

The Geography of China has given it many deep and lasting characteristics and predispositions for its politics and worldviews. Mainland China, for centuries, was a world empire. Later for efficiency, comfort, and stability of governance, the rulers of China deliberately tried to self-isolate the people. Numerous Chinese rulers attempted ‘haijin’ - banning maritime contact with outsiders. This geographical isolation of the Chinese World over time became conceptual and ideal, mainstreaming an idea of a unified world empire: the “Qin-Han tianxia system” or the “China Order”.

The barriers that isolated Chinese World is no longer meaningful but the ideology and tradition of “Centralia” and the “China Order” remain relevant for the Chinese political elites. Today, the ideology of “China Order” contrasts fundamentally with the “Westphalia System” or the “American World Order”.

In this paper, I will attempt to analyse the “China Order” - ideation and tradition of governance and world order that give the PRC its key characters. The China Order is based on Confucian-Legalism imperial state ideology and the Qin-Han polity justifies and defends its rule with the ‘Mandate of Heaven’ to unite, order, and govern the whole known world, the ‘tianxia’ or all under the heaven. Most ideologies from China originated in the pre-Qin Era (before 3rd century BC) which served as the core of Chinese culture till today. Two of those ideologies, Confucianism and Legalism, have served as the moral coating and the inner core of the political system for the Chinese World. Xun Zi a key figure in both Legalism and Confucianism - as his ideas on statecraft led to Confucianism becoming the synonym of the Chinese culture, with Legalism, constituting the essence and the framework of politics in the Chinese World. Through this, we will try to understand what the recent rise in power of the PRC really represents.
Formation of Qin-Han Polity

Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC)

Before the 3rd century BC, in the pre-Qin Era, Eastern Eurasia was under a Westphalia-like world order. Qin ended the Warring States Era aided by superior force and superb diplomacy and created the basic model and pattern of a lasting political system and governance for the subsequent Chinese rulers. The word ‘China’, taken from Qin has since been used to refer to this vast land. Qin reformed and empowered itself through drastic internal reforms based on Legalist prescriptions replacing feudalism with Machiavellian totalitarianism and militarism, tight control of people and their activities through household registration and liability networks, skillful use of bribery and propaganda, and successive wars of external expansion, gravitated to a great improvement of military technology, they managed to eventually conquer the whole known Chinese World.

Commerce and industry were completely state-monopolized and suppressed, the emperor was now above the religious and ideological competition through forceful subjugation of all religious leaders and organizations. The new, united Qin Empire was a world empire: the government of ‘tianxia’ (the whole known world). A well-constructed and carefully managed Legalist polity generated and concentrated extraordinary state capacity to practice totalitarian control of the people and resources, thus becoming capable of achieving grand imperial priorities like winning total wars and building the Great Wall, the Qin Shihuang Mausoleum with its now well-known terracotta army, and the Epang Palace. This led to the creation of a totalitarian Legalist state that sought to rule everyone for justification and power by the endless process of control and expansion. A Qin Legalist autocracy therefore can hardly be content, secure, and peaceful until there is a meaningful comparison or competition left outside its control. Therefore, Qin essentially became a vehicle for materializing this inner logic of totalitarian Legalism in Eastern Eurasia.

The rising power of Qin ended the pre-Qin Era politically, institutionally, socio-culturally as well as linguistically. The whole known “Chinese World” was formed into a single political unit by the highly skilled but infamously despotic Qin Shihuang (reign 247–210 BCE). Since then, it has become a political legacy for China that has lasted till today. Commerce and industry were completely state-monopolized and suppressed, the emperor was now above the religious and ideological competition through forceful subjugation of all religious leaders and organizations. The new, united Qin Empire was a world empire: the government of ‘tianxia’ (the whole known world). A well-constructed and carefully managed Legalist polity generated and concentrated extraordinary state capacity to practice totalitarian control of the people and resources, thus becoming capable of achieving grand imperial priorities like winning total wars and building the Great Wall, the Qin Shihuang Mausoleum with its now well-known terracotta army, and the Epang Palace. This led to the creation of a totalitarian Legalist state that sought to rule everyone for justification and power by the endless process of control and expansion. A Qin Legalist autocracy therefore can hardly be content, secure, and peaceful until there is a meaningful comparison or competition left outside its control. Therefore, Qin essentially became a vehicle for materializing this inner logic of totalitarian Legalism in Eastern Eurasia.
**Legalism:** It values strong governance by a centralized state, argues for an effective and efficient way of establishing political order and public authority through ruthless use of force and ruses to directly enforce imperial laws, decrees, and regulations, as opposed to the feudal and familiar political structures that rely on the indirect ruling, delegation of authority, and persuasion with moral codes of conducts and socialization. Also called School of Ruses and Gaming, Legalism advocates a polity based on the centralized supreme power of the imperial ruler. The blunt use of brutal force, cunning trickery, and harsh imperial laws to govern everyone, and vicious manipulation of human desires and weaknesses to achieve whatever state objectives, the kind of dark but “real” and practical statecraft later famously described by Niccolo Machiavelli (1532).

Qin Shihuang implemented series of policies unifying wagon road system and measurement units, standardizing the written Chinese language, burning non-Qin and “useless” books to control information and eliminate deviant scholars, confiscating all private weapons, slaughtering and detaining old aristocrats and rich merchants, and expanding further through military conquests.[7] Still, Qin’s totalitarian rule failed to sustain and internalize, Qin world empire order was brief due to its reliance on highly centralized martial law-like governance of the vast new world. A totalitarian rule of so many people by severe decrees based on the force with preindustrial technology proved to be unsustainably exorbitant. An intense civil war exterminates the Qin royal family, and the first-ever Chinese tianxia world empire order ended in total devastation for its rulers and the people under it.

Han Empire thus restored the Qin-style imperial governance for the whole known world and soon faced the same challenge that toppled the Qin Empire.

**Han Dynasty (202 BC – 220 AD)**

Liu Bang, the King of the Han Kingdom, employed the Qin-style Legalist statecraft and followed its inner logic to quickly unite and rule the whole “Chinese World” by the end of the 3rd century BC. Han Empire thus restored the Qin-style imperial governance for the whole known world and soon faced the same challenge that toppled the Qin Empire - after a campaign to conquer the known world, the question of how to govern successfully with a Legalist polity with no worthier enemy left?

Qin’s Legalist totalitarianism proved its efficacy in conquering the world but also its deficiency in governing the world. The Han Empire tried various measures with much less haste and harshness than Qin Shihuang and also started an important imperial tradition for the later dynasties: the state-monopoly of the lucrative mining, coinage, salt, and other handicraft
industries. Yet the same problems of world government continued to plague and haunt the new empire. Finally, by the long reign of Emperor Han Wudi (141–87 BCE), a lasting solution was found to address the Qin puzzle: to supplement the Qin Legalist world empire order with a modified, monolithic ideology of Confucianism. Confucian scholar and official, Dong Zhongshu summarized and submitted to the emperor in 134 BC the idea of “banning all schools of thoughts other than the six classics of Confucianism”.

Confucian-coated-Legalism, justified the Qin-Han polity to be not just man-made but a heavenly mandated natural law.

The integrated control of people and their minds was justified by Dong’s interpretation of Confucian ideal, modified with the ideas from pre-Qin Taoist and Yin-yang schools - expressed in the classic, ‘Book of Change’. Dong rationalized the unified Qin-Han world empire: a hereditary imperial ruler ought to be a centralized power governing the whole known world, because as the world only have one heaven, sky only have one sun, humans only have one heavenly right way, and a family only have one father, so the world can only have one emperor. Hence, tianxia-ruling emperor derives his power and legitimacy from the unchallengeable, divine Mandate of Heaven as the son of heaven. Thus, this Confucian-coated-Legalism, justified the Qin-Han polity to be not just man-made but a heavenly mandated natural law. The objective of such governance is idealized as stability, tranquillity, egalitarianism and fairness, prosperity, and security under an appropriate (like a paternal agrarian family) socio-political order for the people, classically described as ‘Great Unity’ or ‘Grand Harmony’ of “all under heaven for the public.” Since then, to rule the world as mandated by the heaven has been a moral facade of China Order based on Qin-Han polity, later invoked by all the emperors. Two millennia later, even Mao Zedong attempted in the same vein to misappropriate physics and cosmology to justify and promote his political power and ambitions as the ultimate truth of the universe: the Maoist Mandate of the People.

So, by the late 2nd century BC, Han Empire managed to complete the construction of the Qin-Han Confucian-coated Legalist polity as a world empire order, the “China Order”, to govern the whole known world: tianxia. It is based on ruthless use of force and ruses coated with family-modelled Confucian humanist rituals and values. Han Wudi, for instance, alongside the enshrining of Confucian ideals of loyalty and filial piety, legalized secret informants even on family members as a Chinese ruling craft for control and taxation. The Confucian-Legalism sanded off the sharp edges of the totalitarian Qin polity and ideologically justified an authoritarian regime. It reduced the governance cost by personifying
the imperial state as ‘family’, invoking the
divine power of the heaven. The Han version of
Qin Legalist polity was hence modelled after
the most important and stable human
organization ‘the family’. Confucius rules,
metaphors and norms of authority, harmony,
hierarchy, and succession coloured and diluted
the totalitarian political dynamics of Qin-Han
polity into a more stable, less costly, and an
easier sell to the people, especially to elites.

So now the Qin-Han world rulers have to
constantly expand or keep away the external
world hence, Han Empire quickly became an
expansionist imperial power, and drew the
basic map of China Proper that has lasted till
date. This “China Order” worked for a century
until the Han Empire collapsed due to a royal
family feud.

After yet another brutal “worldwide” civil war,
a new regime came to power in 25 AD, headed
by a remote relative of the Han royal House of
Liu to rule with a further fine-tuned Qin-Han
polity of Confucian-Legalism as the Second
(East or later) Han Dynasty that lasted for
nearly two more centuries before it succumbed
to palace coups, gross incompetent governance,
mass rebellions, and the rise of warlords. The
two Han empires of the House of Liu had lots of
problems of governance, yet they maintained
the Qin-Han polity-based “China Order” for the
whole known world in China proper for long
time, delivering world unification and imperial
peace. “China Order” therefore now had a tested
and legitimate reputation for the Chinese as a
possible and admirable world order. The
教学 and writing of history have since been
communicating the Han experience of the
“China Order”. It has since been regarded as the
ideal embodiment for the Chinese political
tradition, norms and values.

**Evolution of Qin-Han Polity**

**Sui and Tang Dynasty (581 - 907)**

The Sui-Tang Empire lasted for three centuries
and they deeply legitimiz\ed the “China Order”
by further improving it with innovative
measures to enshrine and cement it to be an
essence of the Chinese tradition and ideation till
this day. During its golden era, Tang politics
was widely considered among the best of all
Chinese imperial regimes as the imperial rulers
behaved less totalitarian and more Confucian,
bordering on an enlightened dictatorship of
authoritarianism.

An elaborate network of well-institutionalized
imperial bureaucracy effectively maintained
internal peace and stability. Rule by law, a
Legalist ideal, was generally followed and the
state-society relationship were relaxed. The
Tang had the only bona fide Empress (Wu Zetian) in Chinese history. Tang rulers also expanded and built a world empire even larger than Qin-Han empires, due to the same logic of Qin-Han polity that requires to conquer/subjugate all known competitors. Tang inherited the Han policy of entangling, a feudal-confederation-like system to nominally rule the non-Han people outside the Centralia. Sui-Tang Empire instituted several lasting reforms that greatly improved the “China Order”. Continuing the Qin-Han imperial state ownership of all land, Sui-Tang enhanced the policy of periodic reallocation of land and administrative organization of peasants through the neighbourhood system to stabilize the population and taxation base while suppressing the politically challenging large landlords and internal migration. This system was later reemployed by many rulers and massively by the PRC during its Land Reform Campaign (1950–53).

The Tang also continued the Qin-Han state monopoly of the cash industries, while systematically suppressing private commerce that was deemed politically destabilizing. But the most famous Sui-Tang improvement of the Qin-Han polity and a major, innovative enhancement of the “China Order” was the ‘Imperial Examination System’. It shaped much of the Chinese governance and society, especially education. The system was used by all subsequent Chinese world empires, including today’s PRC that has heavily used this system or its variants. To serve the China Order, the tests were tightly controlled by imperial rulers based on the imperial ideology of Confucian-Legalism. Chinese rulers from the Sui Dynasty to today’s PRC have all worked hard to control the process, especially the content of the imperial exam. The imperial exam system thus provided an excellent yet easy way to control people’s minds especially the worldwide educational curricula to chiefly promote the official narrative of history, ethics, and individual-society-state relationship.

Under the Yuan China Order, the despotic Qin-Han imperial power was enhanced to treat the people and even much of the ruling elite as slaves

**Yuan Dynasty (1276 - 1368)**

The Qin-Han world empire order returned with the brutally successful Mongol cavalry. Mongols restored the “China Order”, the Han-Chinese nation was for the first time completely conquered by a non-Han nation. The Mongol rulers adopted the essence of the Qin-Han Confucian-Legalism world empire order, while keeping many Mongol and Central Asian institutions, norms, and cultures. Yuan carried on many Sui-Tang-Song policies. Under the Yuan China Order, the despotic Qin-Han imperial power was enhanced to treat the people and even much of the ruling elite as slaves.
Beyond the Centralia, the Yuan used a Tang-style feudal and confederation-like governance structure for the whole known world to incorporate many nations and states in Eastern Eurasia.

During the Ming Dynasty rule, together with the extensive censorship of publications, secret police became an innovative and tested tradition of the “China Order” that has continued to this day. The ban on maritime communications was systematically and lastingly employed. The policy was largely motivated by the logical desire of the “China Order” rulers to keep away the ungoverned and the ungovernable who, were becoming more known to the ruling elites.

**Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1912)**

The Manchu nation replaced the last Han-Chinese Empire. The Qing Empire, an intensified and perfected totalitarian rule of the “China Order”. Through bloody military campaigns and a host of effective policies, the Manchu Qin-Han world empire expanded westward to conquer and incorporate Xinjiang, Tibet, and Central Asia. Only selectively Sinicized and inheriting the Qin-Han-Tang-Ming style of governance, the Qing pushed the “China Order” to its peak during the reigns of three generations of emperors - Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong (1662–1796), creating the so-called Kang-Yong-Qian ‘Periods of Prosperity’. The Qing multination empire was the foundation of the territorial claims made later by the PRC. The profusely praised and exaggerated Kang-Yong-Qian Period in the official history books has remained a major source of pride and nostalgia, ironically, even weirdly, among many nationalistic Han-Chinese whose ancestors were in fact straightforwardly slaughtered or enslaved by the Qing rulers. It has been a sensitive political imperative for the PRC today, while vehemently
pursuing and defending the contemporary nationalist objectives of claiming and ruling all of the vast land (more than half of today’s PRC territory) that the Qing ruled far beyond the Centralia. The Qing ruled with a refined but same Qin-Han imperial polity. With its emperors carefully playing the Confucian-Legalist father-ruler role, the Qing was an ultimate and epitomized form of the Qin-Han China Order. It had a diligent and careful Legalist ruler assisted by a well-designed bureaucracy and a well-tailored Confucian ideological facade that placates and uses people well. Qing’s trademark tight control of people and their minds, with the forced changes of culture and identity and the severe censorship, succeeded after generations. Later, those indoctrinated ideas and norms, were deeply internalized to become part of the Chinese culture by many Han Chinese.

The Qing-style good management of the “China Order” was a near-perfect world order to the imperial elites, indeed an ideal form of governance for any aristocratic and autocratic rulers. If a mighty external force wouldn’t have interfered in the late-nineteenth century, this ultimate form of “China Order” might have lasted forever. But, the Qing empire with the China Order, started the intense collapse, starting a completely different era for the Chinese World.

**Continuation of Qin-Han Polity Through Chinese Communist Party (CCP)**

**Qin-Han Reincarnation in CCP**

With a crafty substitution of ‘Mandate of Heaven’ with ‘Mandate of People’, the foreign funded CCP under Mao Zedong became a powerful Qin-style totalitarian state during 2nd World War. With smart ruses, sheer force imported ideological phraseologies, and crucial external assistances, CCP unscrupulously won the Chinese Civil War and ended the Republic of China (ROC) in 1949, causing Chinese political system to take a ‘giant leap backward’. The CCP took the banner of world communism from Russia and overhaul China structurally and culturally that conveniently fit the key attributes of authoritarianism and totalitarianism of China’s Qin-Han polity. CCP’s violent revolution restored the past Qin-Han polity with the wrap of imported European (Russian) ideology. Slogan “serve the people” replacing Confucian humanism. Ideologically and for propaganda purposes, the People became the surrogate for heaven and the CCP led by Mao self-declared and forcefully defended to be the sole representative of the People indefinitely.
The ideology of Confucianism was replaced by the more decorative Communism. Thus, Mao through CCP successfully restored the Qin-Han polity an autocratic governing system made up of new phraseology and imported ideology. CCP’s political control of military, secret police and informants, monopoly of the economy and education, propaganda, class struggles, and manipulated nationalism and united front all seem to be copied from Lenin and Stalin, that was very much in harmony with recycled Chinese imperial statecraft such as the household registration. Hence, this new Leninist-Stalinist party-state and imperial China’s Qin-Han polity seem to be a good match ideologically and practically.

Like past Qin-Han rulers, CCP heavily relies on secret police for control and governance.

Thus, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) had essentially became a reincarnation of the Qin-Han polity, a “new Chinese empire” with some new coatings and trappings. Instead of the traditional Confucian-Legalism, Mao’s PRC was pseudo-Communism coated Legalist despotism. After Mao’s death, over the past four decades, the CCP-PRC has further evolved to become a fusion of pseudo-Communism-coated and pseudo-Confucianism-coated Legalist authoritarianism.

Post-Mao developments

Party-State evolved from being a one-man totalitarian dictatorship to an authoritarian regime led by a small group of appointed men. CCP has seemingly established new ways, but the PRC looks and functions fundamentally the same way as previous imperial regimes with some peculiarities. CCP as the world’s largest and highly centralized ruling party has monopolized all political power, owns the armed forces, police, secret police, media, educational, cultural, financial, and industrial apparatuses, it is the sole owner of all the land and the vast majority of Chinese wealth. CCP’s power is ensured by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), nationally financed and staffed but it pledges total allegiance to the CCP and is under tight and highly centralized control of the CCP’s top leader. Like past Qin-Han rulers, CCP heavily relies on secret police for control and governance. Besides the ‘Discipline Inspection Commissions’ till the township levels, there are four more vertical systems of secret police in the PRC, each with extensive networks of secret agents and informants. CCP is further assisted by fully-equipped second military of People’s Armed Police (renamed People’s Armed Garrison Force in 2016) that comprise of at least 1.5 million people, a massive number of local police station, and regular police force that is largest per capita in the world. The CCP-PRC state has penetrated the society much deeper and further than any past Qin-Han rulers. The educated, able, ambitious, influential, and the rich who are
defiant, not controlled enough, are routinely exiled, jailed even executed with various excuses and often cooked-up charges. From 1999 to 2008, out of the list of China’s richest people, 49 were rounded up by the government: 19 sentenced to jail or death, 17 investigated, 7 disappeared, 6 died “unnaturally,” and many were exiled abroad. Chinese billionaires like Zhou Zhengyi, the Yuan Baojing brothers, and Yang Bin regardless of how submissive they might have been politically, often ends up in prison or executed and their assets being confiscated. Successful businessmen like Zeng Chengjie who tried to start private banks have been speedily executed to deter the lethal threat to CCP’s vital state monopoly of the Chinese banking industry. Most recently similar things happened with Ali Baba chief Jack Ma. Therefore, both horizontally and vertically, the CCP Qin-Han polity is more encompassing than most Chinese empires of the past. Unrelenting and excessive power, control, and socioeconomic penetration of the CCP Qin-Han polity is logical given PRC’s need to survive without “China Order” and its desire to rebuild the China Order with all the strength it can gather. As a tauter Qin-Han empire, the CCP-PRC has demonstrated its extraordinary ability of staying in power despite all odds for over seven decades. The CCP one-party polity of autocracy, as a reincarnation of the Qin-Han Confucian (and Marxian) coated Legalist empire, has been unabashed and unapologetic while its power is rising rapidly, thanks ironically to the Westphalia system.

Xi Jinping: The “Core” of CCP

President and General Secretary of CCP Xi Jinping has made himself - China’s most powerful leader since Deng Xiaoping, and on par with the founder Mao Zedong. Xi has completely destabilised the elite politics and power sharing norms that evolved since the 1980s in the PRC. He consolidated his political power by removing the term limit for President in 2018 and enshrining his name and political ideology in the party's constitution. Like any past Qin-Han ruler Xi Jinping has done more to elevate his status, ranging from his self-designation as the “core” of the CCP Central Committee in 2016 to the promulgation of the idea of “two safeguards” in 2019, which called for all party members to “safeguard” both Xi’s status as the core and the unrivalled leadership of the party’s Central Committee, an idea similar to the ‘Son of Heaven’ status of a Qin-Han emperor. Xi also ratified the inclusion of his own political philosophy – “Xi Jinping thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for the New Era” - in the constitution. Students and staff at state factories are supposed to study this, which the CCP is portraying as a new chapter for modern China.
For a more tighter control of the bureaucracy and establishing his authority over the system, an anti-corruption campaign was launched in 2013 by Xi by ratifying a law to set up a new powerful anti-corruption agency. This campaign increases his popular appeal along with side-lining his rivals and instilling fear up and down the bureaucratic hierarchy a core legalist idea shrouded in a morally right Confucianist way. Xi’s efforts on the so-called “governance modernisation” have eroded the authority of the PRC State Council or the government in favour of more power to the CCP, under him, any division between party and government is disappearing. Also under him, new aggressive expansionist attitude of CCP around its borders further validates his “China Order”, Xi Jinping has surely enhanced the governance in PRC, with himself well at the core of it and further perfecting the reincarnated Qin-Han state.

A grand China Dream has since been articulated to describe this open-ended mission to rejuvenate China’s past power and glory.

**CCP’s Foreign Policy**

The CCP-PRC has indeed been consistent regarding its core interest of regime survival and security. But Beijing has always awkwardly kept up its rhetoric of continued world revolution with different names ever since it made that great strategic retreat to save itself, from anti-imperialism (West) and fighting socialist imperialism (Soviet) throughout the 1970s, then uniting with the West to defeat the Soviet Union in the 1980s. It then went on for supporting and leading the Third World nations against the First World and dreaming about leading an “international united front” to oppose hegemonies since the 1970s, “independently” striving for a new and fairer world order but keeping a deliberate low-profile to hide and dodge since 1989 especially since the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s. Now it is advancing the ‘Chinese development model’ and an “Asian spirit” and calling for Asian nations to take charge of Asian affairs in the 2010s. The current version of the CCP’s struggle has been termed since the 1990s as “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation/civilization.” Later in 1997, the goal was set “to realize great rejuvenation of Chinese nation based on socialism”. This grand objective was repeated and elaborated in 2007 and 2012. Later in 2013, citing Deng Xiaoping’s decree that, “consolidating socialism will take a very long time even many dozens of generations,” Xi Jinping said that the CCP’s rule is therefore for a very long time, comparable to the entire history of the China Order since “it has only been 70 some generations since Confucius.” A grand China Dream has since been articulated to describe this open-ended mission to rejuvenate China’s past power and glory. Later in 2015, the CCP’s Politburo, met to discuss, how to “push for a more just and rational global governance” in order “to realize the Chinese dream of great
rejuvenation of the Chinese civilization”. This Chinese dream seemed to be more about on how to respond to global challenges, by making rules and setting the direction for the international relations system for constructing a human community of common destiny. This latest strategic vision indeed sounds like an echo of Mao’s wish to “better manage the planet earth” half a century ago.

By 2015, CCP under Xi Jinping had already pledged to spend 1.41 trillion USD to build and promote its “soft power” abroad.

Neo-China Order

The CCP-PRC has struggled harder than most Chinese empires to keep away the competing outside world and to ideally reorder the world its way. So, to enrich the state and strengthen the military, PRC has become an extractive state with little restrictions to accumulate unprecedented wealth to become now one of the richest governments in the world. Given the inescapable mandate for the China Order, the PRC has focused on spending its wealth to build a powerful state machine for internal control and a strong military with a huge cash chest for its ever-expanding overseas ventures. If the rise of China is still subject to debate and doubts, the rise of CCP’s power as a formidable international competitor is already clear and present. The Chinese military, the world’s largest in size and second largest in budget, is having budget increase at the speed of twice as fast as the Chinese GDP growth for two decades now. By 2015, CCP under Xi Jinping had already pledged to spend 1.41 trillion USD to build and promote its “soft power” abroad. To strengthen its claims in the South China Sea, PRC has built seven artificial islands. This indicates PRC’s rise and expansion in its state power that has been among the most massive and speediest in the world. But the current Qin-Han empire is still without its China Order for now, but it has acquired enormous amount of gold and guns to build the mandated ‘China Order’.

But, as the CCP-PRC state itself has been created, rescued, and empowered by external factors and forces. PRC’s official ideology (Marxism-Leninism), key pillars of political legitimacy (nationalist rhetoric and state-led development programs), and main provision of technology are all externally sourced. The rapid growth of the Chinese economy and sociocultural changes over the past three decades have also been framed, facilitated, and financed by foreign capital and international trade. So, the PRC now seems to be integrating with the West-led world of the Westphalia system. Yet, the very logic of the Qin-Han polity that necessitates the China Order for Tianxia, is fundamentally incompatible with the reigning Westphalian world order. This cements the deep gap between China’s rewarding integration into the current world and CCP’s
struggle to stay away from and challenge the current world norms that are politically lethal to its Qin-Han polity. This structural tension thus has predestined CCP into endless strive for regime survival and security. And the rise of PRC’s power has only made that struggle between Tianxia and Westphalia ever more potent and profound. Hence, the “real” Chinese challenge is not just “regional security challenges” but also “the global governance challenges”.

In 2013, PRC’s Foreign Minister openly wrote that, Beijing seeks a “new global governance system” to replace the current “U.S.-led” world order.

This “new and fairer world order” that PRC prescribes have now been the real core interests of its foreign policy for more than a decade now. In 2009, top PRC diplomat told his host, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, about China’s three “core interests”. First, is safeguarding PRC’s political system and state security, second, to preserve its national sovereignty and territorial integrity, and third, to have a sustainable and stable socioeconomic development. Later in 2013, PRC’s Foreign Minister openly wrote that, Beijing seeks a “new global governance system” to replace the current “U.S.-led” world order. CCP’s standard official narrative however tends to describe PRC’s foreign policy as loyal pursuit of the “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” – Pancha Shila first jointly proposed by India and the PRC in 1954. However, history of PRC diplomacy has shown that Beijing has made many total reversals in its alliance allegiance and international commitments motivated by its peculiar domestic political needs for “state formation and survival”. A key “driver of Chinese diplomacy is hence, to support only the Chinese Communist Party and keep regime in power”. So far, Beijing has been focusing on disabling and discrediting the current world order. PRC’s real goal in foreign policy, therefore, has always been at fundamental odds with the existing world order, of national autonomy, sovereign equality, universal human rights, and political democracy. Thus, the PRC has always been a rebel, an insurgent that has always pursued a revolutionary change in the world’s political order to ensure the security and power of CCP leadership.

Conclusion

The China Order, has been the basis of politics and policy preferences for all Chinese rulers for more two millennia. Perfected in many ways by the Qing Empire - the China Order has provided a long, familiar past and a lasting legacy to shape the narrative and the reference framework for today’s China. The longevity of the practiced China Order, and the imperial monopoly over the historical narratives for over two millennia now has deeply legalized and internalized this form world order in the hearts
and minds of Chinese people. Thus, the inner logic of the Qin-Han polity has always guided Chinese foreign policy toward building a singular world governance in practice or in pretension. Hence, a Chinese world empire will always strive for ‘Tianxia’ and could never live well with equals, comparisons, and competitions in its known world. Today, the ideology of China Order remains a captivating cultural norm, a treasured tradition, a popular world outlook, and a top political virtue in the PRC. Therefore, it appears that the rising Chinese power will continue its struggle between ‘Tianxia’ and ‘Westphalia’ to pursue its ‘mandate for the China Order’. Because Chinese Communist Party will always feel discontent and insecure without its mandated “China Order”.

Also, now the mandate for China Order seems to be poised for capturing and guiding the rising Chinese power. As to reappropriate Confucianism, China has set up 500 Confucius Institutes in 125 countries by 2016 to serve its “going global” strategy. Beijing has made increasingly active moves to extend power in places like Africa and the East and South China seas with the aim of becoming a “maritime great power”. PRC leaders have spent money around the world to promote a “new, upgraded diplomacy” of China’s “global ambition and vision” for a “new type of great power relations” and “more Chinese voice” as well as a “new East Asian Order” and a global “human community of common destiny”. With its BRI grand schemes of multinational investment programs and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the BRICS Bank, a China-led “great chess game” to make rules for a “new international economic order” is taking shape with a strong intent to oppose the US-led existing international financial and trade regimes. So far, PRC’s foreign policy has served its purpose of safeguarding and empowering the CCP-PRC Qin-Han polity quite well. Hence, the energy and motivation in PRC’s foreign policy for a revolutionary change of the existing world order for the China Order, remains real, potent, persistent, and ever larger and apparent as the PRC state power grows.
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